Review of
terrorist attacks has been erased, and dates in the North American States (NAS) begin from this point. In this newly reconstituted country which has absorbed the territories of Mexico and Canada, free speech and private thoughts are tightly controlled by the government. People are segmented into official racial categories determined by skin color. Adriane Strohl is a curious and intelligent high school student who has been recognized as the class valedictorian, and she's invited to give a speech to the student body.
She takes this opportunity to ask questions which the government doesn't like to be asked. As a consequence she's punished by being designated an EI (Exiled Individual) and transported through time to Zone Nine in the year 1959 where she's required to attend a university in Wisconsin "to train yourself in a socially useful profession." She is equipped only with a new name (Mary Ellen Enright) and a list of instructions which prohibit her from leaving the area, developing intimate relationships, or speaking about the future.
Adriane knows that any deviation will result in her being "Deleted"-an example of which is vividly and terrifyingly portrayed in an opening section. From this point, she sets out to navigate this tricky and unfamiliar landscape of the past. illusion. Yet, this is progress of a kind." Given our proximity in time to NAS-23, Oates appears to be postulating how we need to step back before leaping forward.
